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The interest of the American Geographical So-
ciety in the development of cartographic and geo-
graphic knowledge of Antarctica is not a thing of the
recent past. It preceded by several decades the ini-
tiation of the International Geophysical Year, 1957-
1958, and the continuing highly successful scientific
efforts of the United States and other nations. Dur-
ing the past 40 years, some 45 articles related to
various aspects of discovery and research in the
southern continent have appeared in the Society's
quarterly journal, the Geographical Review.

To mention but a few of its early antarctic carto-
graphic efforts, the Society compiled the results of Sir
Hubert Wilkins' flights of 1928-1929, and con-
structed the first topographic map of part of the
Queen Maud Range from oblique aerial photo-
graphs taken during the Byrd Antarctic Expedition
of 1929. The maps constructed at the Society from
Leica photographs taken during the Lincoln Ells-
worth transantarctic flight of 1935 increased our
knowledge of two important areas, one of which (the
eastern coastal belt of southern Palmer Land) was
previously known only in sketchy outline, while the
other was wholly unknown. All this work, done at a
time when the development of photogrammetry was
in its infancy, demonstrated the value of aerial
photography in reconnaissance exploration; since
then aerial photography has played an ever-increas-
ing role in the exploration and mapping of Ant-
arctica.

Antarctic Base Maps
Unrolling the map of the Antarctic has been an

exciting project for the cartographic department of
the Society. In June, 1955, a grant was received for
the construction of a base map of the Antarctic to be
used in the United States program for the Interna-
tional Geophysical Year. This map, on a polar
stereographic projection, was published in two
colors on a scale of 1:6,000,000 with standard
parallel at 71 ° S. Initially compiled in four sheets on
a scale of 1: 3,000,000, the map was made available
for field and office use in the form of black and
white Ozalid prints on the scale of compilation and
was used extensively not only by the United States,
but also by the other nations participating in the

IGY. Comparison of this map, published in 1956,
with a map of Antarctica in four sheets on the scale
of 1:4,000,000, published by the Society in 1928, re-
veals the tremendous increase in knowledge of the
continent over a period of less than 30 years, pri-
marily with respect to the coastal outline. This in-
crease reflected, in addition to the United States
Navy's operations, the mapping work of the Ronne
Antarctic Research Expedition and of numerous
expeditions conducted by the United Kingdom, Ar-
gentina, Chile, Australia, France, Germany, Norway,
and Sweden.

Post-IGY grants from the National Science Foun-
dation permitted continuing incorporation of new
material on the Mylar base map, scale 1:3,000,-
000, maintained at the Society. With the coopera-
tion of all nations participating in antarctic re-
search—particularly, in this country, by the Branch
of Special Maps of the United States Geological
Survey—all available map information, including
important oversnow traverses, is incorporated.
Elevations along inland traverses, ice thickness
data, and sub-ice rock surfaces are indicated where
available, and an attempt is made to show surface
configuration by form lines. New and revised
geographic names are added as they are approved
by the United States Board on Geographic Names.

Early in 1962, a new map was published as a
single sheet on the scale of 1:5,000,000, with
coastline, glacial features, form lines, and lettering
in black, and with blue layer tints in the sur-
rounding ocean. Later in 1962, it was reissued in
four sheets on the scale of 1:3,000,000, this time
showing ice and water features and their names in
blue, and introducing brown for other map infor-
mation in order to improve legibility.

With the continuing support of the National
Science Foundation, the base map is under con-
stant revision as additional cartographic material is
received from all nations active in antarctic re-
search. Ozalid prints of the latest version can be
obtained from the Society at any time.

The most recent, revised edition was published
in June, 1965. Printed in a single sheet on the
scale of 1:5,000,000, it shows the coastline and
glacial and water features with their names in blue,
and other physical features and names in black.
Traverses and station names appear in red.

The following comments concerning the useful-
ness of the Society's antarctic base maps were pro-
vided by Mr. George Whitmore, Chief Topo-
graphic Engineer of the United States Geological
Survey:
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"The American Geographical Society's conti-
nental map of Antarctica is generally recognized
as the most complete and current map of Ant-
arctica. Completeness is achieved through in-
clusion of all available source data. Currency is
achieved through timely and periodic revision.
The map has its widest use in the field of general
planning, for it is the basic reference document
for most USARP scientific and logistic plan-
ning within the antarctic mapping and aerial
photography library of the Geological Survey.
The map and its predecessors have been used

for several years and is the best map for plotting
aerial photography, mapping control, and over-
snow traverses as well as for planning current
and future operations. Formal discussions with
foreign antarctic experts have indicated that the
American Geographical Society map is widely
accepted and is used in SCAR nations as the
best available continental map. The map also
receives wide use as an educational tool and is
easily understood and graphic for explaining
south polar activities for individuals not familiar
with Antarctica."
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Antarctic Map Folio Series
Another mapping program now under way at the

Society—again with the support, both financial and
advisory, of the National Science Foundation—is
the Antarctic Map Folio Series. This project is of
an interdisciplinary nature.

At the first meeting of the Committee on Polar
Research of the National Academy of Sciences-
National Research Council, held in April, 1958, one
of several recommendations made by the repre-
sentative of the American Geographical Society to
the panel on geodesy and cartography, was that
consideration be given to the preparation of an
atlas of Antarctica. The Office of Antarctic Pro-
grams of the National Science Foundation decided
to explore the possibility of sponsoring such an
atlas and awarded a grant to the Society for a study
of the receptibility of the scientific community and
for the preparation of a preliminary prospectus.

An atlas of a region such as the Antarctic which
was, and still is, largely unexplored, could achieve
several objectives. Most importantly, by presenting
what is known, together with working hypotheses,
it would be a medium for the exchange of infor-
mation among the scientists in the various disci-
plines concerned and, at the same time, would re-
veal the need for further field work and analysis.

Based on the concept that the atlas would be
oriented toward scientists and students seriously in-
terested in the Antarctic rather than toward popu-
lar consumption, a questionnaire was prepared at
the Society early in 1959 and circulated to 240
persons in the United States. Early in 1960, an-
other group of questionnaires was sent to about 70
persons in other countries. A total of 178 persons
responded, in most cases with detailed comments
and suggestions. All were eager for the atlas to be-
come a reality.

Following this display of interest by the re-
cipients of the questionnaire, an ad hoc committee
was called together by the Office of Antarctic Pro-
grams to make suggestions for the format of the
atlas and the way in which it might be produced.
The committee accepted the Society's recommenda-
tion of a series of map folios rather than a bound
atlas and suggested that it be called the Antarctic
Map Folio Series. The advantage of serial issue is,
of course, that information is not held back pend-
ing the accumulation of contents for a complete,
bound volume. The committee also proposed that
each folio be devoted to a single subject and sug-
gested the format and dimensions that have been
adopted.

As a result of the survey conducted by the So-
ciety, and the meeting of the ad hoc committee, the
Office of Antarctic Programs decided to select a

suitable nonprofit organization to carry out the
planning, cartography, editing, publication, and
sales of the Antarctic Map Folio Series. The
American Geographical Society was fortunate to be
selected for the task. A contract was awarded in
November, 1962, and the Society appointed an ex-
ecutive editor, Miss Vivian Bushnell. The project
was under way.

Although suggestions made in the replies to the
questionnaires served as a point of departure for
planning the content of the folios, a great deal of
research had been accomplished in the Antarctic be-
tween 1960 and 1962 and many new names had
been added to the list of scientists active in the pro-
gram. To obtain current information on the scope of
the research and the participants in the antarctic
program, the Executive Editor supplemented the
information and suggestions contained in the re-
sponses to the questionnaires in three ways. First a
card file was compiled, listing and categorizing
some 3,000 scientific reports published between
1957 and 1963. The major sources of the titles
were the literature lists published regularly in the
Polar Record. A large number of additional items
were found in the research catalogue of the Society's
library and in the Glaciological Data Center located
at the Society. A second source of useful information
was a list of antarctic programs supported by the
National Science Foundation. A third and invaluable
method used by the Editor to increase the neces-
sary understanding and knowledge of the Antarctic,
was that of personal consultation with scientists on
the staff of the Office of Antarctic Programs and
those whose research is supported by that office.

In addition to the guidance obtained from pub-
lished reports, knowledge of work in progress, and
consultations with individual scientists, on occasion
the recommendations of prominent authorities not di-
rectly associated with antarctic research have been
sought. Thus, tentative tables of contents for
folios devoted to meteorology and physical ocean-
ograDhy were circulated to scientists who custo-
marily review proposals submitted to the National
Science Foundation. Detailed guidance was also
thought to be essential in the planning and editing
of the folios devoted to geology and marine in-
vertebrates. Therefore, recognized authorities with
antarctic experience in these fields have been ap-
pointed to act as advisors for each of these folios.

Scientists active in the current United States Ant-
arctic Research Program have been invited to con-
tribute whenever appropriate. In several disci-
plines contributions have been solicited also from
scientists of other nations, among them several ma-
rine invertebrate specialists and whaling authorities.
Assistance from scientists of other countries was
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thought especially important for the folio devoted to
the geology of Antarctica, since in many cases un-
published data are known to exist. The spirit of in-
ternational cooperation prevalent in antarctic re-
search is well demonstrated by the response to in-
vitations for contributions to the geology folio.
Eleven individuals or organizations from eight na-
tions have either completed, or nearly completed,
seventeen geologic maps of the mountainous re-
gions of Antarctica. These will be published as in-
dividual contributions together with a compilation of
the entire continent at a much smaller scale.

Because of the varying nature of the topics treated
in the Antarctic Map Folio Series, and because each
topic is published separately, greater emphasis is
placed on extensiveness and completeness of con-
tent than on uniformity of presentation. For ex-
ample, in the folio devoted to ice sheet character-
istics all maps cover the entire continent, whereas in
the folios dealing with physical oceanography and
marine sediments there will be maps not only of the
entire marine expanse south of latitude 350 S., but
also more detailed maps of the sectors where the
United States research vessel Eltanin has cruised.

Various methods of presentation will also be
utilized in the folios devoted to biogeography. For
example, the maps of flowering plants in the folio
on antarctic terrestrial life will, because of the
sparsity of such plants, show all the locations
where they have been found. However, lichen
species are numerous and have been collected at
many localities, and the maps will therefore be re-
stricted to a few species showing distributions rep-
resentative of three predominant patterns. Other
species will merely be listed and their distribution
pattern identified.

Since the scattered collections of marine in-
vertebrates south of 35° S. do not furnish data for
true distribution patterns, each specialist has been
asked to decide what, if anything, appears to be
meaningful in the pattern of known occurrence of
the species with which he works. In some cases the
specialist has said frankly that the sparse data
show nothing of particular interest. In other cases,
even scanty data have proved interesting—for ex-
ample, when a species is found in an unexpected
locality.

Early in the planning it was decided that no at-
tempt would be made to arrive at a predetermined
order of publication according to subject matter, or
for any other reason. In many instances cartog-
raphy, which includes planning and design, begins
almost as soon as the material has been received at
the Society. Several partial folios are currently in
hand; their order of publication will depend on

which authors complete their material first. It is
expected, however, that a backlog of contributions
will be in hand by the middle of 1966; if so,
some order of publication other than "first come,
first served" will become necessary.

The folios for which cartographic work is partly
completed at the date of writing are those treating
morphology of the solid earth south of 35° 5., bed-
rock geology, synoptic atmospheric conditions, and
terrestrial life. Maps for one of two folios on
physical oceanography are expected to reach the
Society early in 1966, and others should follow
shortly. When completed, the series will have
folios devoted to 17 subjects; occasionally, as indi-
cated above, two folios will deal with a single
topic.

The subjects of the three folios already pub-
lished are:

Aeronomy
Physical characteristics of the antarctic ice
Sheet

3. Maps and surveys
The 14 topics remaining to be treated are:

I. History of exploration and scientific investi-
gations

2. Morphology of the solid earth south of 35° S.
3. Bedrock geology of Antarctica
4. Glaciers of subantarctic islands and Ant-

arctica
5. Magnetic components and gravity anomalies
6. Climatology of the surface environment and

of the troposphere and lower stratosphere
7. Solar radiation
8. Terrestrial life
9. Marine geology

10. Physical oceanography
11. Primary productivity of the oceans south of

35° S.
12. Marine invertebrates
13. Marine vertebrates (seals, whales, fishes)
14. Birds

Conclusion
With the Antarctic Map Folio Series now well

under way, and a general reference map of the
continent under constant revision, the Society looks
forward to continue providing current antarctic in-
formation. It is hoped that the cartographic products
and associated texts not only will demonstrate what
is known at the moment, but that they will also
point out the lesser known areas and thus afford
an additional basis for the planning of future opera-
tions.
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